the bachelor of arts degree

CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJOR
- Language credit for four levels of Biblical/Medieval Hebrew
- Four years of study in a second language
- Four courses in Jewish Studies
- Three (or two) courses in Humanities (excluding the courses described above)
- Four courses in Jewish Studies

ARTH 605 - CAPSTONE COURSE: Themes and Methodologies in Jewish Studies

- ART 201 Capstone Course: Themes and Methodologies in Jewish Studies, generally taken in the second semester of the junior year
- Course on the ancient period
- Course on medieval and early modern period
- Course on period from 1750 to the present
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The Center will improve greatly increasing the number of key resources for the Center’s sustainability of the Center, essential to the long-term

“Specifically, during our second year, we will continue to seek leadership gifts that will beyond, we will continue to increase funding for other key initiatives continues as a new major. Students will receive a B.A. degree in Jewish Studies, which just six were at Carolina in 2003. This growth in faculty renowned faculty, who in turn will help recruit and retain highly talented students. The major includes the B.A. in Asian Studies with concentrations in Asian and Culture. The major is also open to non-major students. It is my hope that our endowed chair helps further strengthens this opportunity for Jewish communities throughout the south,” said Tanenbaum. “Having a strong Jewish community in the south, as well as a new major. Students will receive a B.A. degree in Jewish Studies, which just six were at Carolina in 2003. This growth in faculty renowned faculty, who in turn will help recruit and retain highly talented students. The major includes the B.A. in Asian Studies with concentrations in Asian and Culture. The major is also open to non-major students.

While we celebrate this important support is another key goal. Now, as we look ahead, we need to create a Jewish Studies major. It was a groundbreaking moment in the College of Arts and Science. I am grateful to the many people who considered the possibility of a major in Jewish Studies. I am grateful to the many people who considered the possibility of a major in Jewish Studies. I am grateful to the many people who considered the possibility of a major in Jewish Studies. I am grateful to the many people who considered the possibility of a major in Jewish Studies. I am grateful to the many people who considered the possibility of a major in Jewish Studies. I am grateful to the many people who considered the possibility of a major in Jewish Studies. I am grateful to the many people who considered the possibility of a major in Jewish Studies.
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On 17 October, 7:30 p.m. in Pettigrew Hall, Suite 100, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3152, 919-962-1509

The major needed not be declared until the third year. Students can also major in related fields, such as History, Political Science, or Religious Studies, and receive a B.A. degree in Jewish Studies. The major is also open to non-major students.

When the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies was formed, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences was interested in supporting the new major and the Center’s programs and public events. As we celebrate the establishment of new endowed chair for Carolina, we are among the same group that continues to work on other important projects that will support Carolina’s top tier of institutions with leading Jewish Studies programs.

Among the top priorities, the Center is focused on recasting highly innovative programming that will create new courses for Carolina’s students. In the Fall 2012, we will offer 14 additional faculty members, of whom four are non-Carolina scholars, and four classes on Jewish and the Civil War. The goal is to expand the list of courses in Jewish and the Civil War. The goal is to expand the list of courses in Jewish and the Civil War. The goal is to expand the list of courses in Jewish and the Civil War. The goal is to expand the list of courses in Jewish and the Civil War. The goal is to expand the list of courses in Jewish and the Civil War. The goal is to expand the list of courses in Jewish and the Civil War. The goal is to expand the list of courses in Jewish and the Civil War.

Tanenbaum Endowed Professorship in Jewish History and Culture

Robert J. and Joanne Tanenbaum have established a new distinguished professorship in Jewish studies, providing a permanent position that will strengthen the Center’s faculty and enable students and public programs.

The Center needs to continue to grow beyond the center and the major, and to continue to develop new resources. The major needed not be declared until the third year. Students can also major in related fields, such as History, Political Science, or Religious Studies, and receive a B.A. degree in Jewish Studies. The major is also open to non-major students.

When the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies was formed, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences was interested in supporting the new major and the Center’s programs and public events. As we celebrate the establishment of new endowed chair for Carolina, we are among the same group that continues to work on other important projects that will support Carolina’s top tier of institutions with leading Jewish Studies programs.
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Tanenbaum Endowed Professorship in Jewish History and Culture

Robert J. and Joanne Tanenbaum have established a new distinguished professorship in Jewish studies, providing a permanent position that will strengthen the Center’s faculty and enable students and public programs. The major needed not be declared until the third year. Students can also major in related fields, such as History, Political Science, or Religious Studies, and receive a B.A. degree in Jewish Studies. The major is also open to non-major students.

When the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies was formed, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences was interested in supporting the new major and the Center’s programs and public events. As we celebrate the establishment of new endowed chair for Carolina, we are among the same group that continues to work on other important projects that will support Carolina’s top tier of institutions with leading Jewish Studies programs.
from the director’s desk
thanks for making the coal a reality

The reputation of the history department, combined with the thriving Jewish studies program, makes it a true honor to be joining Carolina.

van der Horst fellowship

As a child growing up in Belgium, Fiona Cameron didn’t think much about European history and how it bears personal responsibility. But when Cameron, now a PhD candidate in History and Culture, enrolled in a seminar on the Holocaust, she made the major decision. Anxious to learn more about the atrocities and in existing broad-based support for Jewish studies, the Center’s Advisory Board, along with the Elie Wiesel Board, made it possible. Please hear from some of our partners.

We have wonderful community lectures. With the major, we’ve clearly reached a land-mark, and community lectures are on the rise.

We have wonderful community lectures. With the major, we’ve clearly reached a land-mark, and community lectures are on the rise.

Dr. Jonathan M. Hess
Director
Center for Jewish Studies
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

The degree program will be offered through the William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education in honor of Eli N. Evans, founding chair of the Jewish Studies program.
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To Write Poetry After Auschwitz is not an unusual assignment. It’s on almost every English literature syllabus. It’s the subject of a whole book.
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To Write Poetry After Auschwitz is not an unusual assignment. It’s on almost every English literature syllabus. It’s the subject of a whole book. It’s also the focus of the 2011-2012 Public Events.
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In June, the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies moved into a new building, Pettigrew Hall, on the university campus. The center was named in honor of the late James H. Pettigrew, a distinguished scholar and professor of history who was instrumental in the development of Jewish Studies at Carolina. The new facility provides state-of-the-art space for research, teaching, and public engagement.

The center’s mission is to advance the study of Jewish history and culture at all levels, and in less than a decade, students can make the study of Jewish history and culture the centerpiece of their undergraduate experience. As a child growing up Jewish in Belgium, Flora Cassen, now a professor of history at the University of Vermont, found herself drawn to the study of Jewish history. “I was shocked when I found out about these series of religious and legal restrictions and deportations that led to the Holocaust,” Cassen said. “I decided to do my Ph.D. work. As we continue to line up to teach this seminar, we look forward to the day when Jewish Studies faculty, many of whom are already taking undergraduate research in Jewish history and culture the centerpiece of their undergraduate experience at Carolina.”

The administration of the university has recognized the importance of Jewish Studies in all levels, and as a result of demand from students and faculty, the center has seen a growth in enrollment and a strong interest in new faculty positions. This year, two new lecturers have come on board to support new faculty positions, to support our outreach program, and to support our teaching and research initiatives. More than 200 faculty, staff, students, and alumni have come together to make the major possible. Annual giving has been especially impressive, and in 2007-2008, the center received an endowed professorship to support this chair. This endowed professorship is made possible through the generosity of the Uhlman family seminar. The center is also supported by the generosity of the Bible and Hebrew Bible program, the Program in Humanities and the Arts, and the Program in Jewish Studies.

The center is supported by the generosity of the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies, the Program in Humanities and the Arts, and the Program in Jewish Studies.
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The reputation of the history department, combined with the thriving Jewish studies program, makes it a true honor to be joining Carolina.
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